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What was the real reason for the worst financial crisis the world has seen since the Great

Depression of the 1930s?Â Â Â  Was the problem really subprime mortgages? Predatory lending?

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and government policy? Rating Agencies failing to do their job? Banks

too big to fail?... Or was it something else? Â Â  Inside these pages, Howard B. Hill points to another

reason why the financial gears of our global economy froze in 2008. As a Wall Street professional

for over 25 years, Hill was one of the key individuals responsible for building the mortgage

securitization market, and he understands it the way few do. Â Â  He analyzes the securitization

market from its inception through its glory years through its disastrous legacy. He takes you onto the

trading floors, to meet the people who made the market boom...and bust.
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In Finance Monsters [Hill] divulges the full narrativeÂ of how these sophisticated tools were

developed, incorporated, and misused by the industry. His book is an urgent, riveting chronicle

ofÂ innovation that outpacedÂ regulation, and a thrilling blow-by-blow account of how the leading

institutions in the field brought aboutÂ a global crash. Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  --

National Memo, Weekend Reader, December, 2014

HOWARD B. HILL was one of Wall Street's original "rocket scientists." He worked at AG Becker

Paribas, Prudential Securities, the Union Bank of Switzerland, Daiwa Securities, Deutsche Bank

and MassMutual Financial. His innovative bond structures helped lower the cost of home financing



on three continents, and the analytic techniques he pioneered have become essential for investors

and risk managers in many of our largest financial institutions. Howard is credited with an unequaled

number of industry "firsts" in the securitization market, including the Z-PAC, super PO, ACE and

re-REMIC bond structures. His teams executed first-time securitizations that lowered financing costs

for apartment buildings, equipment leases, mobile home parks, nursing homes and life insurance

policyholder loans. After working at investment firms for 25 years, Howard now trades for his own

account and writes the popular blog mindonmoney.wordpress.com. Howard's publications include

chapters in the Euromoney International Debt Capital Markets Handbook, 2006 edition and the

Euromoney International Debt Capital Markets Handbook, 2007 edition; articles on REITs and

hedging strategies for Financial Planning magazine; and general market commentary for the

website NationalMemo.com. He lives in New Milford, Connecticut.

A must read for anyone who invests or is just interested in how the securities market works. H Hill

was one of the creators of those structured finance products that were at the center of the 2008

crisis. In the book he gives a vivid history of what happened and explains, in terms that anyone can

understand, the concepts behind CLOs, CMOs, MBS and the rest of those terms we keep hearing.

He also explodes some myths about what caused the crisis and points out dangers that have yet to

be addressed. His explanations are clearer than anything I've ever found on the subject of mortgage

back securities, but even if you aren't interested in how they work, the overall story will explain much

of how the financial system was brought into crisis -- and that's something you need to understand,

whether you are an investor or just someone who cares about the health of our economy. One of

the most entertaining and understandable economics books that I've read in a long time.

Other than being the best "no calculator required" book I've ever read on the intricate world of

deal-slicing, I've been recommending Howard's book on my www.urbansurvival.com site as the

most meaningful introduction to the upper worlds of high finance to come along since Paul Erdman's

classic novels like "The Silver Bears" and "The Crash of '79".Just one problem, though: Erdman's

books (still available here on ) are fiction. Howard's book is NOT.He admits, for example, right up

from that "I invented half the bonds they call "toxic waste." Talk about the ultimate "inside view" this

is it..Hill is not repentant, though, because as you wind your way through the book, the lights start

going on: Why banks do what they do and how important the notion of securitization really is for

everything from home loans to credit card debt.What also comes to light is that "OK, if collections of

mortgages are good and useful, then how did it almost collapse global finance. And right in here you



start to see that while the mortgage crisis could have been solved for about $100-billion, the bigger

problem - and the real villains who almost crashed the world were the predatory capitalists who

wield leverage like a Hollywood starlet swings her assets.By the end, you're disappointed. Not in

Howard's work; it's first rate. But with the consummate failure of the two party (or is that two

campaign fund groups) that can fix anything, including the obviously still broken system.So why the

title? Finance Monsters, I mean come on.Except they are just that: the leverage-slingers who made

out like bandits. And instead of being sent to their graves are chilling and spending. But only till next

time. The "Finance Mon$ter$" will be back. My bet is 2016-2018. And that gives you plenty of time

to see how the global Kabuki of reform all fails again, but not until another another "presidency"

bidding war here in the Checkbook Republic.

This reads like a damn good story that happens to explain how bonds and derivatives get structured

to fit a purpose, how they can (and did) get vastly levered into destructive economic forces, and how

those risks, though a bit moderated, are a continuing risk now. The book is partially autobiographic

which both serves to tie events together, and to describe how some Wall Street players created

excesses, and still can. This is an enjoyable book that gets the pieces of a complex investment

puzzle assembled in an understandable way, as well as thinning the foggy view of what can happen

in the future.

Having read After the Music Stopped, The Big Short, and many other books on the topic, I wanted a

book that delved into the more technical aspects of the sub-prime mortgage crisis. Not only does

Howard Hill provide this but he also writes in rational, non sensationalized terms. His book brings an

interesting and somewhat contrarian perspective to the securitization industry, largely because

unlike other authors, he's been a major player in the industry his entire career.The only reason I

give the book 4 stars is because it lacked a bibliography, which I found odd considering the topic is

academic in nature.

I have read The Big Short and Too Big to Fail, and dipped into other analyses of the 2008 debacle. I

thought I somewhat understood the underlying dynamics of the market failure. Meet the alternate

reality of Howard Hill, a major designer of securitization systems in the prior period. He is a bit late

to the party, but his take on 2008 is worth considering. For laymen without specialized knowledge of

finance, the book is difficult to follow, but the main argument is intelligible.



Excellent explanation of what went wrong in the latest financial crisis and some ideas to prevent it

happening again.

A history of an event that could have and should have been avoidable.

A tedious and boring read for someone with a non-finance degree. Added some insight to my

understanding of what caused the 2008 meltdown but would have been more interesting if it

contained more about how the author's career and personal life was affected
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